
Data Protection and Data  
Privacy



Agenda and Learning Objectives

Data Protection Overview

Security and Privacy Trends

Operationalizing and  
Sustaining Privacy

Define data and the risks associated with it

Cite the importance of securing data using a framework
Identify a strategy for data protection

Recognize security vis-à-vis privacy

Describe changes in the technology landscape 
Cite changes in the regulatory landscape

Define principles of sustainableprivacy
Recognize the privacy program framework and approach

Summarize long term compliance journey
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Data Protection  
Overview



Data to create and preserve value
Businesses in the current age look at data as not just the value enabler for their organizations, but also  
as ‘value creator’. Data protection programs help protect the data to ‘preserve value’.

Data-Centrism
Access Controls. Identify data being  
managed, map w here data resides,  
and define sensitivity to design  
selectively restrictive access controls

Encryption. Protect information both  
in-transit and at-rest; and if it is  
infeasible to encrypt all data then  
prioritize encrypting sensitive data

Masking & Redaction. Take steps to  
obscure specif ic information and limit  
w hat data might be exposed even if  
there is unauthorized access

Monitoring. Continuously monitor  
data protections in order to identify  
and limit vulnerabilities that occur;  
make auditing a core part of the  
privacy program activities

Consumer-Centrism
Put the consumer f irst. In order to be  
successful it is important to make the  
consumer's experience positive and to  
earn their long-term loyalty.

Employing consumer-centrism in a privacy  
program w ill involve certain practices such as  
clearly making individuals aw are of how  their  
data is used, facilitating their available rights  
and the ability to exercise such rights, as w ell  
as maintaining strong communication and  
responsiveness.

When it comes to modern consumers and  
their privacy, trust is gained in drops, and lost  
in buckets.
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Data is an asset…..
Data is emerging as a form of capital in  
every industry, and it is also the most  
coveted asset.

Organizations are turning into reservoirs  
and refineries of giant data.

While data is instrumental for any  
business in the current times,  
mindfulness of the data collected,  
processed and its business purpose is all  
the more critical reason to govern the  
data.

Also as the virtual organizational  
boundaries get blurred – the potential to  
create value also magnifies.
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…. But is also a liability
In many respects, the digital doctrine emulates the natural h  
survival of the secured", which is why data is both an asset

istory metaphor, “the struggle for privacy and  
and a liability.

Fading  
business  

boundaries
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Information  
theft by  

perpetrators

Comingling of  
social and  

business data

Inadvertent  
disclosure

Excessive  
data  

collection Increased  
sophistication  

of attacks

Are you prepared:

 What data do you hold?
 What systems process personal data?
 What data is being collected?
 How is it secured?
 With whom is it shared?
 How can individuals access it?
 How long is it retained?
 How is it monitored?
 Who within the firm is accountable for it?



The driving principle of data protection

What data are we  
concernedabout?

Whose data is  
collected?

Who uses the  
data?

What purpose is  
the data used for?

Where is the data  
stored?

Who is data  
shared with?

Data

This allows us to create a  
business data dictionary.
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The physical formation of  
this data dictionary  
comprises of the list of  
business processes, data  
containers, and data  
processors (e.g., service  
providers)

Ultimately, the data protection programs and companies that will be most successful will make security  
and privacy an inherent part of their business and develop practices that are geared towards both data-
centrism and consumer-centrism.



Lesson from the trenches
Data Protection is not just a technology problem. To successfully implement these capabilities and tools,  
underlying processes need to be developed to support the execution and maintenance.

Supporting  
processes

Policies,  
Standards,  

and  
Procedures

Metrics and  
Reporting

Sustainment

Change  
Management

Governance

Training and  
Awareness

Train employees on new datause and  
handling guidelines and developdata  

protection awareness campaigns to
promote safeactivities.

Establish management and operational  
groups that will make decisionsand

resolve risks and issues.

Develop key risk and performance  
indicators to measure effectivenessof  

people, process, and technology.

Identify teams and develop processes
to maintain ongoing operations of new
technology capabilities.

Communicate new processes and  
technology capabilities to the employees,  
and ensure there is seamless transition of  
people, processes, and technology.

Develop/update policies, standards, and  
procedures to support new capabilities and  
requirements for protectingdata.
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Define the strategy
Companies should develop a strategy that will allow for a sustainable and repeatable process to protecting  
data.

Fixing history
Apply data protection controls to historical  

data

Protecting future
Stop the bleeding by setting up new  

controls going forward

Data Governance
Designate “Data Champions” in the  
business that can be a liaison for  

promoting safe data handling  
practices

Data Classification
Implement classification or  

tagging rules based onbusiness  
context

Data Retention
Establish a repeatable process to  

dispose data based on  
rationalized data retention rules

Data Protection
Use leakage protection,  

encryption, monitoring,and  
training to protect data

Business Change Management : Deliver communication and awareness training to ensure that employees are kept up-to-dateon the
new policies, procedures, and technical controls on acceptable data handling practices.

Today
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Build the data protection framework

Understand  
the data

Quantify  
the risk

Define the  
strategy

Execute  
thesolution

Identify and catalog  
data collected andused  

by thebusiness

Establish an effective  
strategy: protect the  

future vs. fix thehistory

Quantity the risk factors  
from a business  

perspective

Embrace data  
protection bydesign  

where possible
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Execute the solution
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Business and technology are always changing. Continue reviewing, modifying, and enhancing your data  
protection safeguard controls and practices to align with the evolving landscape.

Capabilities Definitions Business IT

Data  
Classification

Information is classified in terms of its business value and nature of the  
information, legal and regulatory requirements, and criticality to thecompany. Lead Support

Data Use &  
Sharing

Data use and handling policies and guidance are established and implemented  
to control the data use and sharing within the company and with externalparties. Lead Support

Data Encryption
Data encryption solutions are in place and enforced to protect sensitive  
information during data at rest and data in transit per the dataclassification  
policy.

Support Lead

Leakage  
Protection

Using Data Leakage Protection (DLP) technology and rulesets to detectand  
prevent sensitive information from being disclosed to unauthorizedparties. Support Lead

Data Retention Retain and purge data based on rationalized data retention schedule toaddress  
regulatory mandate, internal policy, and reduce storage cost. Lead Support



Positioning for sustainment
In addition to looking towards the growing automation trends, there are core regulatory and operational trends that  
businesses should also look to when determining how to position their program for long-term sustainment.

Regulatory Trends

Data Accountability. Businesses are expected to  
know what data they are collecting, how it iscollected,  
how it is used and shared, and how it ismaintained
Data Governance. Businesses are expected to have
more comprehensive oversight that goes beyond just
policies and procedures, but also includes designated
privacy roles and responsibilities

Individual Rights. Businesses are expected to provide
greater choice and participation to individuals with how
their data is being managed, used, orshared

Stronger Penalties. Businesses have far less room for  
being noncompliant as authorities are taking a more  
active role, are far less tolerant, and have a wider (and  
more punitive) set of penalties at theirdisposal

Operational Trends

Privacy by Design and by Default. Privacy  
becomes an inherent part of the data  
management practice, and the business takes  
ownership of it
Holistic Risk Reduction. Privacy is not just a  
matter for one business function (legal, IT,  
marketing, HR, etc.) but requires acollaborative  
effort to address notice, rights, consent, data  
sharing/management, and datasecurity

Systemic Approach. Privacy is not a piecemeal  
exercise, but looks comprehensively at current  
legal obligations while anticipating future  
requirements

Data-Centrism and Consumer-Centrism.  
Privacy should not be structured as acompliance-
centric model but should take an approach that is  
both data-centric andconsumer-centric
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Security and Privacy  
Trends



Data protection – applying the right lens
The focus for Security is to keep data safe and dispose it securely, when the legitimate business need is over. Securing
data objectively focuses on safeguarding company information. Privacy aims at upholding individual rights and requires
businesses to grant individuals rights for access and control
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Security or privacy incidents?
There have been many high profile data breaches that have raised awareness among the public of how organizations  
protect individuals' data—the line between security and privacy is getting blurry.

What do these trends mean?

 It is all about trust. These incidents  
continue damaging consumers’ trust in  
how companies collect, use, andprotect  
their data.

 Self-regulation has not worked. The  
conflicts between business objectives,  
technology innovations, and data  
protections have never made self-
regulation work effectively or atall.

 More privacy regulations are coming:  
They are generally a reflection of public  
sentiments. This trend will continue  
domestically and internally.

Source: David McCandless, Tom Evans, Paul Barton, Stephanie Tomasevic, World's Biggest Data Breaches & Hacks,
available at: https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/worlds-biggest-data-breaches-hacks/ (Nov. 2019)
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Changes in the technology landscape
As the technology landscape continues to rapidly evolve, the challenges that come with meeting data protection and  
privacy obligations has escalated as well, making automation a more pressing imperative for businesses to adopt.

Cloud technologies are representative of new challenges in the evolving technology landscape*

77% of organizations currently have at least one application or a portion of their computing infrastructure in the cloud**  

Cloud files often contain sensitive types of data suchas PII, PHI, payment, and IP information***

 21% of cloud files contain sensitivedata

 1,935 is the number of cloud apps nowused by the  
average organization

 17% projected cloud growth in2019

 23% increase of sharing sensitive data via a public link  
over the last 2years

** source: Forbes, "State of Enterprise Cloud Computing, 2018"
*** source: McAfee, "Cloud Adoption & Risk Report 2019"

* for more information regarding trends of security and privacy in the  
cloud see Grant Thornton's webcast (available online)

Automation is playing an increasingly important part in managing data protection and privacy
There are myriad risks—both in the cloud and throughout organizations as a whole—where automation  
can help address the challenges of CCPA, GDPR, and futurelaws/regulations

Data visibility and control Data accessmanagement

Data security andprotection Data sharing anduse
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Changes in the regulatory landscape
Fast-changing technology landscapes and high-profile data breach cases have pushed privacy from a merely “check-
the-box” compliance matter to a full-scale operational concern.

Regulatory Evolution

P
riv

ac
y

T
re

nd
s

Past – GLBA andHIPAA Present – GDPR andCCPA Future – U.S. PrivacyLaw

Regulatory Evolution

Check-the-Box

• Directive vs. regulation
• Sector driven; policies  

and procedures

• Lack of real  
enforcement

Compliance Matters

• Heightened privacy  
regulations with high  
penalties (GDPR)

• More privacy rights  
under privacy laws

• Compliance beyond  
policies & procedures

• Designated privacy  
roles & responsibility

Business Imperative

• Adopt privacy by  
design – businesshas  
to takeownership

• Privacy is built into the  
data management  
practices

• Privacy becomes  
customer centricvs.  
compliancecentric

• Demonstration ofROI  
on privacy investment
– key privacy risk  
indicators andmetrics

Risk Mitigation
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• U.S. privacy mandates  
are catching up  
(CCPA, New York,  
and a potential  
national privacy law)

• Systemic approach vs.
pursuing state-by-state
compliance

• Privacy risk reduction  
(notice, rights &  
consent, vendor risk,  
data protection)



Operationalizing and  
Sustaining Privacy



Principles and actionable outcomes
With the applicability of various laws and requirements, it is beneficial to look at an organizational privacy program, and  
focus on key elements to build appropriate capabilities. The graphic below outlines the fundamental principles that an  
organizational privacy program should be based upon.
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Privacy compliance framework overview
A well-defined privacy compliance monitoring framework will support a business’ privacy program in addressing and  
rationalizing myriad privacy requirements. Many privacy regulations overlap, and a privacy framework allows an  
organization to establish both a consistent baseline and approach for identifying exceptions. By creating privacy-related  
controls, companies can perform annual reviews and self-audits to ensure policies and procedures are followed.

The diagram is illustrative of the overlap between high level controls  
mapped to five international regulations:

• General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
• California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
• Lei Geral de Proteção de Dados (LGPD)
• China's Cybersecurity Law (CSL)
• Philippines Data Privacy Act (PDPA)

The numbers represented the total number of high level controls, and the  
number that overlap between the different requirements. By building out  
the controls framework, the scope of specific controls decreases and the  
privacy program can identify how each control is being implemented  
based on the structure of the organization and identify specific control
owners to manage the controls as part of business as usual.

GDPR

CCPA

LGPDCSL

PDPA
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Elements of a holistic privacy framework
When looking to establish a privacy program that is “future-proofed” there are several core elements to incorporate.  
These domains often overlap among regulations, provide a strong foundation for managing current state compliance,  
and can provide a basis for scalability to adapt to technological/regulatory changes and make the program sustainable.

Data Inventories. Detailed inventories pay dividends as part of the  
increased requirements to understand what data is being managed

Individual Rights Management. Regulations have empowered  
individuals with stronger rights to understand and control their data

Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIAs). Proactively  
assessing risk can help identify how to enhance data protection

Third Party Management. Greater accountabil ity obligations means  
increasing due diligence and oversight of vendors / third parties

Training & Incident Response. The entire organization should  
understand how to support privacy and protecting personal information

Consumer Preference Management. Choice, consent, and abil ity to  
manage preferences can help establish a positive rapport with consumers

Data Retention. Limiting data can help reduce the impact of an incident  
when (not "if") a leak/loss occurs, and reduce the organization's liability

Continuous Compliance Monitoring. Privacy is not a one-time  
exercise and will require both ongoing evaluation and improvement
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Privacy program approach
With an increasingly complex privacy regulatory environment, organizations should consider developing their privacy  
programs using a combined “bottom up” and “top down” approach focused on both risk and business outcomes. A top-
down view provides an understanding of business drivers. A bottom-up view provides an understanding of regulatory  
requirements. Together these can be aligned to business strategies that are right-sized based on risk.

Accountability Transparency Continuous Monitoring

Governance Committee

Core Privacy Capabilities

Data  
Gov ernance

Indiv idual  
Rights  

Management

Priv acy
Policy &
Notice

Consent &
Pref erence
Management

Priv acy   
Management  

Solution

Vendor  
Priv acy &  
Security

Data  
Retention  

and Deletion

Data  
Protection  

and Security

Breach and  
Incident  

Management

GLBA

GDPR, CCPA

Future Priv acy Regulation

Privacy Requirements Privacy Policies &  
Procedures Training & Awareness

Enterprise PrivacyTeam

Top-Down  
Approach

Bottom-Up  
Approach
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The long-term compliance journey
Operationalizing privacy is a process—although standing up a successful program will require investments of time and  
resources, it will pay dividends as the program continues to evolve and mature towards more comprehensive compliance.

Compliance / MaturityCoverage

P
ro

gr
am

In
ve

st
m

en
ts

Assess
Governance Data Inventory and Mapping
 Core privacy team  Business Processes
 Policies and notices  Systems and Apps
 Procedures / standards  Third Parties and Vendors

Build
Key Focus Areas
 Individual's rights
 Consent preferences
 Reduce data leaks

Maximize Value and Efficiency  
Leverage existing GDPR efforts to  
kick-start the CCPA compliance  
process

Automate
Enhance effectiveness  
Insert automation in key  
focus areas to improve the  
value of the processes

Shift towards automation
Shift processes from labor-intensive
manual effort to eff icient automation
to reduce time/resource dependency

Sustain
Monitor Compliance  
Compliance is not a "one-
time" exercise and should  
be an ongoing process

Enhance governance
Build strong teams to scale the  
program, make it consumer-centric,  
and readily demonstrate compliance
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Questions?
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